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ABOUT SMARTBRIC 

Smartbric® by Fairview is an innovative ventilated rainscreen Brick Façade System 
which ingeniously incorporates the option of using either a grouted Classic brick 
facing or a modern Rapid mortar-less brick facing with a unique universal mounting 
track or rail option to deliver a versatile natural looking masonry façade solution.

The system has been tested to AS4284 and developed for quick, smart and simple 
installation by skilled tradesmen as well as traditional bricklayers. Made using 
vitrified clay, Smartbric® allows the designer to achieve a realistic brick look with-
out the shortcomings or restraints of traditional brickwork when it comes to weight, 
limited space or where traditional brick construction is not economically viable.

Smartbric brick facings are available in a range of colours and styles from 
Australian made bricks using locally sourced clay created in traditional coal-
fired downdraft kilns; imported contemporary brick facings made using modern 
production methods to produce a high-quality vitrified product; and concrete 
masonry bricks made with local raw materials and the latest pressing technology.
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SMARTBRIC CLASSIC STYLE Australian Made Clay Range 

Australian Made fired clay brick facings and corners.

Brick blending and custom colours are also an option.

Local Concrete Masonry Range 

Australian Made concrete masonry.

Brick facings and corners are available in custom colours.

Imported Range 

Imported fired clay extruded brick facings are made to order. 

These are the ideal choice for where exotic colours and finishes are required.
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/ COLOURS

COLOUR RANGE COLOUR RANGE COLOUR RANGE

FEDERATION BLUE
SBACL0001

STORM  
SBC0006

BROWN SLATE  
SBPC0001

MOUNTAIN ASH  
SBACL0005

LIMESTONE  
SBC0003

SIENNA  
SBPC0004

CAVIAR  
SBPC0007

FEDERATION RED  
SBACL0009

CAJUN RED  
SBACL0003

HAZELNUT  
SBC0004

MUSHROOM  
SBPC0003

STONE  
SBACL0007

MOODY GREY  
SBC0001

WALNUT  
SBPC0006

SEAHAZE 
SBACL0002

PEPPERCORN  
SBC0005

IRON ORE  
SBPC0002

SADDLE TAN  
SBACL0006

SALT  
SBC0002

HENNA  
SBPC0005

TALC  
SBPC0008

FEDERATION BLACK  
SBACL0010

SHALE GREY 
SBACL0004

GOLDEN SAND  
SBACL0008

Properties SMARTBRIC CLASSIC STYLE

Length 230mm
Height 76mm
Width 25mm
Weight 0.85 kg each
Surface Smooth Natural Clay 

Smartbric Classic brick is designed to be grouted using a 
mortar to deliver a flush finish and traditional look.

Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. Products chosen and ordered should be selected from actual samples at time of order. Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals and 
position in firing kiln will also influence colour. Some variation in concrete brick colour, aggregate colour, aggregate size, and other components may occur. Variations in colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of 
clay and concrete mix, and production variations can occur between batches. It is recommended to order all product requirements at the same time to avoid batch to batch variation.

Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. Products chosen and ordered should be selected from actual samples at time of order. Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals and 
position in firing kiln will also influence colour. Some variation in concrete brick colour, aggregate colour, aggregate size, and other components may occur. Variations in colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of 
clay and concrete mix, and production variations can occur between batches. It is recommended to order all product requirements at the same time to avoid batch to batch variation.
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SMARTBRIC RAPID STYLE Imported Range 

Imported fired clay, extruded profile brick facings.  Available in over 24 colours, 
with custom finishes also available upon request.
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/ COLOURS

COLOUR RANGE

RED EARTH  
SBR0001 

SPICE  
SBR0017

CHERRYWOOD  
SBR0005

WROUGHT IRON  
SBR0013

PEBBLE  
SBR0003

CLAY  
SBR0011

OUTBACK  
SBR0019

SAND 
SBR0015

BUFF  
SBR0002

PEWTER  
SBR0010

CANYON CLAY  
SBR0018

COPPER  
SBR0006

PAPER BARK  
SBR0014

TERRAIN  
SBR0004

SHORELINE  
SBR0012

RUST  
SBR0020

Properties SMARTBRIC RAPID STYLE

Length 230mm
Height 76mm
Width 25mm
Weight 0.85 kg each
Surface Smooth Natural Clay 

Smartbric Rapid is designed as a mortar-less system where the 
brick’s recessed edges provide a shadow effect that replicates 
the look and character of brickwork with a raked joint.

Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. Products chosen and ordered should be selected from actual samples at time of order. Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals and 
position in firing kiln will also influence colour. Some variation in concrete brick colour, aggregate colour, aggregate size, and other components may occur. Variations in colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of 
clay and concrete mix, and production variations can occur between batches. It is recommended to order all product requirements at the same time to avoid batch to batch variation.

Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. Products chosen and ordered should be selected from actual samples at time of order. Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals and 
position in firing kiln will also influence colour. Some variation in concrete brick colour, aggregate colour, aggregate size, and other components may occur. Variations in colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of 
clay and concrete mix, and production variations can occur between batches. It is recommended to order all product requirements at the same time to avoid batch to batch variation.
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